IMPACT
“You leave the theatre thinking
about what it means to be a
digital citizen”
Imagine you are 14 years old. You have been
playing SWIPE on your phone since your
teacher let you know there will be a prize for
the highest ranked player at the upcoming Big
Data Show. You have never been to a theatre
before. It’s strange. The seats are red velvet.
The ceiling is elaborately carved in gold.
Someone in the audience says they are a
‘Digital Magician’ – they are playing SWIPE too.
You can see your name on the leader board,
on a screen on stage. You try to win. The lights
dim. The story begins. It is unlike anything you
have ever seen.
Your phone rings, yet all the phones in the
theatre play the same tune. Is the show
hacking your phone? It seems to know how
you got here today... This is a show about your
world: online, real-time, experienced alongside
your peer group and strangers.
You leave the theatre thinking about what it
means to be a digital citizen: what rights you
have, what control you have, and how to
approach all the responsibilities life in the 21st
Century has given you.

WHAT IS THE
BIG DATA SHOW?
Conceived after a chance meeting between
award-winning playwright and theatre director
Clare Duffy, and renowned technology
journalist Rupert Goodwins, The Big Data Show is
a call to action for greater understanding and
safety in our cyber world, for present and future
generations.

It is a 2-hour interactive show
designed to educate young
people across the UK in cyber
vulnerability. It addresses growing
threats to young people’s
wellbeing as they navigate this
digital world.
In the days leading up to the performance,
audiences download and play a simple and
addictive game, Swipe, which will become an
integral part of the whole learning experience.
Two actors tell the story of how Rupert
Goodwins demonstrated that the Royal Family
and BT’s data was not secure. Rupert hacked
Prince Philip’s email account, which led to the
first prosecuted hack in the UK.
While the audience watches the story unfold,
their phones reveal new and unsuspected
features, cracking codes, playing video clips,
and games related to the performance. Then
there is a dramatic faked data breach. Has our
audience unwittingly provided much more
information than they intended?

As they absorb the magnitude of it
all, a theatre technician steps
forward and reveals that he is the
Rupert Goodwins.
The audience has the opportunity to grill Rupert
on anything data-related. It is a great chance
for the young audience to have direct contact
with a world-class data hacker, a pioneer and
inspiring technology expert.

FORMAT

HOW YOU CAN HELP

We will take two workshops to each school
before they attend the performance, across six
major UK theatres. Each school will receive a
teachers’ pack of cross curricular activities that
run in tandem with the curriculum for
excellence.

The impact The Big Data Show will have is vital
in this climate of cyber insecurity and our
data-centric world.

Over the next 12 months the project will reach
around 15,000 young people

AIMS & NEED
“I ask all leaders and educators (...)
to regard cyber resilience as vital
to their success in our online
world.” Deputy First Minister.
Today’s young people are digital citizens. They
need to embrace a world of fast technology
change, but what do they know about data
breaches and cybersecurity? We aim to
demystify data and explain different ways to be
cyber resilient.
We will:

Would you support this transformational work
so it reaches those 15,000 young people in
2019, and even more next year?
We recognise the role responsible companies
play in their support of this project and relish
the opportunity to champion your values.
Help this project grow so that all the children in
the UK, and beyond, understand how they can
better control data and protect themselves.
You can contact Monica regarding this
project, and any ways in which you’d like to
give your backing.
civicdigitstbds@gmail.com

• Inspire young people to choose a path in
technology education.
• Encourage more girls and BAME students to
take up computer science and to embrace
these brilliant careers.
• Change the feeling that online life is
overwhelming by showing young people that
they can control what happens in their digital
lives.

OUTCOMES
By explaining graphically what happens if we
are careless with data, we will educate this
digital generation so they are armed with the
tools to protect themselves from everything from
cyber bullying to fraud. They will leave safer,
inspired and - we hope - perhaps follow a path
into digital.

CURRENT STAKEHOLDERS:
The Scottish Government.
The Edinburgh International Festival.
YouthLink Scotland.
Glasgow Citizens Theatre.
Perth Theatre.
Lyceum Theatre.
The Big Data Show has an ethics committee overseeing
everything we do. No young person’s real data is ever
accessed by us in the making of this show.
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